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Exploring the Big Sushi is a mind-blowing experience, but
it can also blow your budget. Don’t despair - there’s an
abundance of things to do and see in Tokyo that don’t

cost a single yen. From gardens and temples to contemporary
art, sumo practice and a world-famous fish market, you can
experience some of the best of Tokyo for free.

1. Jog or pedal around the Imperial Palace
Slip on your sneakers and join the joggers following

the broad moats  and park  paths  that  surround the
Imperial  Palace.  On Sundays there are also 150 free
bikes offered for  pedaling along the Palace Cycl ing
Course.

2. Cast your bid for Tsukiji
Want to witness the famous tuna auctions of Tsukiji

Market? Then set your alarm for well before 5am when
regist rat ion for  the  maximum of  120 dai ly  v iewing
places starts. If you arrive later in the morning there is
still a lot to see. Check the website (tsukiji-market.or.jp)
before setting off as the market doesn’t operate every
day. Note also that the market is moving to a new loca-
tion late 2016.

3. Visit Senso-ji
Fol low in  the  footsteps  of  count less  p i lgr ims by

approaching Senso-ji ,  Tokyo’s most famous Buddhist
temple, in Asakusa, along Nakamise-dori.  The way is
lined with colorful stalls selling all manner of souvenirs,
from giant rice crackers to exquisitely decorated battle-
dores.

4. Explore Harajuku
The neighborhood of Harajuku is also great eye can-

dy. Stroll ginko-tree-lined Omote-sando, a glam boule-
vard of up-scale boutiques housed in contemporary
architecture;  check out  the arty  explosion at  funky
Design Festa gallery; or pose and dance along with the
youth subcultures around Yoyogi-koen (Yoyogi Park).

5. Chill out in Meiji-jingo
When Harajuku threatens sensory overload, escape to

the densely wooded grounds that envelope the capital’s
premier Shinto shrine, Meiji-jingo. Come on festival days
to spot guys and gals in gorgeous kimono.

6. Oh my, Odaiba!
This island of reclaimed land in Tokyo Bay is linked to

the city by the Rainbow Bridge. Walk over the 918m-
long single-span suspension bridge to or from Odaiba
where, weather permitting, you can sunbathe on an arti-
ficial beach and view an 11m replica of the Statue of
Liberty.


